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Provenance Note:

Becky Kindred (daughter), on behalf of the Ted Kindred estate donated this collection in December 2018 following Ted’s death in January 2017.
This collection consists of photographs, letters, journals, and other written materials relating to the history of Hyrum and its settlers, as well as those of the greater Cache Valley and Utah areas. This collection is of particular interest to anyone doing family history in Hyrum, or anyone interested in the social, religious, geographical, economic, and business history of the area. These materials are held within 43 archival boxes, the materials of which have been organized into seven series by subject.

Series One contains seven boxes of files relating to family and personal histories of people who settled Hyrum. The files have been organized into alphabetical order, while the contents in each folder have been left in original order as they were held in Ted’s personal collection.

Series Two includes six boxes of “place histories”, or histories and information of various places in Cache Valley, Northern Utah, Idaho, and the surrounding areas. These too, have been placed in alphabetical order as often as possible.

Series Three holds files relating to committees, events, and other information about Ted Kindred’s time working on historic preservation in Cache Valley. Organized into four archival boxes, these files are grouped together by organization.

Series Four consists of two boxes of *The Clarion*, the year book of the South Cache High school.

Series Five has three boxes of personal files and correspondence to and from Ted Kindred, family files, records of awards given to Ted, and Ted’s handwritten notes.

Series Six includes four boxes of legal sized files, including some oversized family history files, photo albums and place histories that wouldn’t fit into the boxes from Series One through Three and Seven.

Series Seven is made up of seventeen boxes of photographs and images relating to Hyrum families, businesses, events, city groups, and other related history. The first nine boxes of this series are organized by subject (i.e. family photos, event photos, historic homes and places, etc.) and then alphabetically when possible. Boxes ten through fourteen carry mounted photos of families, portraits, historic Hyrum businesses, events, city groups, and other related images. The last three boxes contain oversized photos and albums. The majority of the photos in this section are reprints.
Biographical Note

Theodore “Ted” Jack Kindred was born on December 22, 1918 in Kansas City Missouri to Henry H. and Joeett Helm Kindred. Shortly after, his family moved to Bentonville Arkansas where Ted’s father “developed kerosene-fired egg incubators” and later worked as a salesman for Maytag, the appliance company based in Iowa. In 1922, Ted’s family moved to Iowa to continue working for the Maytag Company because tubs costed “more to ship than to purchase.” Throughout his youth and into the Great Depression era, Ted was a newspaper boy. He joined the Navy before World War II and served time during the War on both coasts, Australia, the Philippines, and New Guinea, where he helped evacuate missionaries.

During his time in Australia, Ted met Patricia “Pat” O’Keefe. After his discharge from the Navy, Ted married Pat on February 19, 1949 at Sacred Heart Catholic Church in Newton, Iowa. While the two established a home in Newton, Ted worked for Parsons Company and Pat worked for Maytag. Ted later worked at Solar Aircraft in Des Moines and in 1967 he took a job with Thiokol at Promontory, Utah.

After Ted took the job at Thiokol, he and Pat lived one year in Bear River City, then purchased a magnificent home on West Main Street in Hyrum. The house they purchased, historically known as “the house that eggs built,” had been built by Soren Hanson in the early 1900s. Over the years, the Kindreds entertained international students and several others from both in and outside of the community. Pat also opened an antique shop named the What-Not-Shop on Center Street which she and Ted operated for several years.

Ted retired from Thiokol in 1987, though he remained active in the community for many years afterward. He served as a Board Member of Cache Historical Society for many years, received the Hyrum Distinguished Citizen Award, and made numerous contributions to the Jensen Historic Farm. He also worked as a Cub Scout leader for the 3rd Ward in the Hyrum Stake of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, PTA President at Lincoln Elementary School, Post 47 American Legion Commander, and served two terms on the Hyrum City Library Board. Ted was a member of the Knights of Columbus for several decades and served many roles as a parishioner of St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic Church in Logan.

Over the years, Ted became a well-known collector of Americana and a reputed Utah historian. His passion for preserving history led him to collect hundreds of documents relating to the history of Utah, Hyrum, and its pioneer families. He also played a pivotal role in the preservation of Hyrum’s Elite Hall, getting it placed on the National Historic Register, raising funds for its restoration, and bolstering community exhibits and events within its walls. He also played a vital role in initiating a permanent home for the city museum, protecting Hyrum’s historic Main Street, pioneer cabins, and securing funding for the Hyrum gazebo at the city square. In 1999, the Mormon History Association gave Ted the Thomas L. Kane Award for his
work in locating and preserving photographs of the south end of Cache Valley, and for identifying and documenting the graves in the old Mt. Sterling Cemetery. He also worked to place the Soren Hanson home (where he and Pat lived) on the National Historic Register, “making it into a monument to his love of beautiful artifacts, fine books and furnishings.”


A significant portion of his private collection, which once included thousands of volumes of books, photographs, antiques, and other records was donated to the Hyrum City Museum after his death.

Sources:


Series 1: Personal and Family Histories

Box 1:
Fd 1: History of Ira Allen
Fd 2: History of Ira Allen
Fd 3: Ira Allen family histories and images, mixed
Fd 4: Ira Allen
Fd 5: History of Albert J. Allen
Fd 6: John Allen genealogy, records, recipes, undated
Fd 7: Autobiographical sketch of the life of George Clark Allen, son of Ira Allan and Keziah Benson
Fd 8: Sketch of the life of Iseo C. Allen
Fd 9: “The Anderson Clan: a Slice of History” by D. Raymond Anderson
Fd 10: History of Anderson Lumber Company
Fd 11: Gustave Anderson history
Fd 12: Irvin and Fontella Anhder
Fd 13: Correspondence and obituary from Pauline Rollins including memoir of Agnes Andreason Anhder.
Fd 14: The Conrad Lorenzo and Caroline Jensen Anhder family and miscellaneous images, etc.

Box 2:
Fd 1: Conrad Lorenzo and Caroline Jensen Anhder family – with other related images, etc.
Fd 2: History of John Molyneux Barnes
Fd 3: Dean D. Baxter, obituary and other misc.
Fd 4: Letter to Ted Kindred with info on the Baxter Family
Fd 5: Lamar Baxter
Fd 6: Baxter family photos and family history materials
Fd 8: Alva Benson
Fd 9: Personal testimony of Jane Broberg
Fd 10: Ann Hyer Budge short biography, undated
Fd 11: T. Cardon 1897 Calendar Diary
Fd 13: Neils Christensen
Fd 14: Neils Christensen – pioneer of 1860 and other related
Fd 15: Lars and Mary Christiansen (from Colin Barfus)
Fd 16: Descendants of Neils Christensen
Fd 17: Anhder and Christensen
Fd 18: Correspondence and info about Hans Peter Christiansen, to Ted Kindred from Nellie Christiansen
Fd 19: Various Christiansen and Christoffersen personal histories, undated

Box 3:
Fd 1: “Family Treasures,” Histories from the Christiansen, Nelson, and Jenson families
Fd 2: The Lars Hans Christiansen family, compiled by Bertha M. Christiansen, 1975
Fd 3: Genealogical records, Lars Hans Christiansen, Hartvig Nielsen
Fd 4: Notes, clippings, and other materials found in the “Lars Hans Christiansen Family,” various dates
Fd 5: Family tree of Rachel Anne Cox
Fd 6: History of the North Logan meeting house by Newell J. Crookston
Fd 7: Reminiscing of Logan Canyon by Newell J. Crookston
Fd 8: Letter to Ted about histories of Eilerson daughters (histories not present in folder)
Fd 9: The Garr Family Saga, the connecting power of oral narrative
Fd 10: Feilding Garr and his family
Fd 11: Garr
Fd 12: Jane Barnes Jones Marcussen, Goodsell
Fd 13: Miles Goodyear
Fd 14: “My Life’s Journal” by Jack O. Hansen, part one
Fd 15: Goodwin “Woody” Hansen

Box 4:
Fd 1: Leo and Marie Jensen Family Reunion
Fd 2: Images and family records of Hans Fredrick Hansen and related
Fd 3: Hans Petersen Hansen
Fd 4: Hans Petersen Hansen
Fd 5: Note about the Soren Hanson family
Fd 6: Hartvigsen family bios and other related material
Fd 7: Letter to Ted Kindred from Nellie Christensen about pictures (not present in folder) and family records of Niels Jacob Hartvigsen Sr. and Hansine Albertine Hansen
Fd 8: William and Emma Henry
Fd 9: History of Howell, Utah by Wayne S. Gunnell (1939)
Fd 10: Photo Album, Mrs. Richard Howell
Fd 11: Scrapbook of Julia Nibley Howell from Mrs. Richard Howell
Fd 12: Utah Pioneering, an autobiography by Andrew M. Isrealson
Fd 13: Paul Andreas Johnson and Eliza Sophia Hartvigsen Johnson family
Fd 14: Obituary of Barbara Jean Monroe Jones c. 1998
Fd 15: George Washington Jones, Hannah Heaton
Fd 16: “Recollections of my life,” by John W. Jorgensen
Fd 17: Karel and Theresie Kopriva and all their children, and all their children

**Box 5:**
Fd 1: Liljenquist Deeds
Fd 2: Ola Nilsson Liljenquist
Fd 3: The life of Ola Nilsson Liljenquist
Fd 4: Ola Nilsson Liljenquist
Fd 5: Thelma Liljenquist pedigree chart
Fd 6: Oscar Olaf Liljenquist history
Fd 7: Emma Liljenquist history
Fd 8: William Milfor Loveland
Fd 9: Ruth McBride
Fd 10: Notes on McBride family tree, etc.
Fd 11: Jayne Beutler and Max A. Miller wedding announcement July 28, 1945
Fd 12: History of Louis Fredrick Miller
Fd 13: From Jane Brobery-Simpson and Jane Molen Bios
Fd 14: Emma N. Mortensen
Fd 16: Poetry by Megan Muldoon
Fd 18: Copy of “Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous,” Samuel and Ida Newhouse
Fd 19: Bendt and Sarah Jane Nielsen
Fd 20: Kirstine Nielsen Petersen Biography
Fd 21: Karla Nielsen Zbinden
Fd 22: The life story of Karla Marie Nielsen Zbinden
Fd 23: Charles and Olive Nielsen, “A Family Through the Century”
Fd 24: “Behind the Veil,” by Aunt Emma [Neilson?]  
Fd 25: James Von Nostrand Williams Journal, copy undated

**Box 6:**
Fd 1: Paul Olsen Family
Fd 2: Paul Olsen Family
Fd 3: Personal journal of David Osborne
Fd 4: David Osborne
Fd 5: Rasmussen, life sketches and deeds
Fd 6: History and Genealogy of Robert Patefield Redford, 1978
Fd 7: Petersen family, photo collages  
Fd 8: Hans Petersen family reunion
Fd 9: Peterson (photos found on the wall of the Peterson home), etc.
Fd 10: William Petersen, sheepherder; H. Clair Peterson
Fd 11: William Petersen, sheepherder; H. Clair Peterson
Fd 12: “No Regrets,” the story of Mary Staniforth Pugmire
Box 7:
Fd 1: Flora Christina Squires and Joseph W. Poppleton
Fd 2: Sarah De Arman Pea Rich
Fd 3: Soren Hanson and Karen Salmonsen
Fd 4: David Alberto Smith
Fd 5: Sorenson, and other related misc.
Fd 6: Julius Sorenson and family photos (from Opal Chugg)
Fd 7: Struhs letters
Fd 8: Heidi Sage Struhs, docs and letters relating to Struhs family
Fd 9: Struhs family ancestral charts
Fd 10: Struhs family ancestral charts
Fd 11: Raymund Struhs, Bonneville High School Diploma, 1965
Fd 12: Letters to Elsie Struhs, various dates, 1920-1940s
Fd 13: Bill Struhs, certificate of academic achievement, 1984 (Ogden, central middle school)
Fd 14: Marriage certificate of William Raymond Struhs and Dorothy May Cox, 1993
Fd 15: Faith and Integrity, Hallmark of Emily Olsen Savage and Albert Alonzo Savage
Fd 16: George Thatcher (obituary), Thatcher band
Fd 17: Life story of Hans Johnson Thoreson and Karen Anderson or Nielsen Thoreson
Fd 18: Ancestral files, various
Fd 19: Transcription letter from Charlotte Williams to Thomas Williams, her son. May 10, 1854
Fd 20: Some residents of Paradise, Cache, Utah with some news clippings and history, printed c. 2003

Series 2: Place Histories

Box 1:
Fd 1: “America’s Switzerland” by Fay L. Jenson
Fd 2: Antelope Island
Fd 5: Bear Lake Magazine, Mar 15, 1958
Fd 6: Bureau of Land Management, South Pass Tales
Fd 7: Letter from John Anderson to copy History of Black Smith Fork Canyon
Fd 8: J. Leon Anderson and History of Black Smith Fork Canyon, originals with letter sent to
   Ted Kindred
Fd 9: Brigham City, Pleasant Grove, history and walking tours
Fd 11: Cache Valley Banking Company, Letter from F. P. Champ to Wilford G. Hale
Fd 12: Cache Valley Centennial Celebration, 1924; electrical line photos from Agnes Merrill
Fd 13: “Cache Valley’s West Side” Copy
Fd 14: Cache Valley Orchard Company
Fd 15: Cache Valley United Order and old town photos from Country Mag
Fd 17: CCC Camps
Fd 18: “Chapter Seven: Coal Country”

Box 2:
Fd 1: The History of College and Young Wards, Cache County, Utah by John A. Hansen
Fd 2: Dewey’s Café
Fd 3: Cache Valley 1996 calendar, photographs by Scott T. Smith
Fd 4: Downey Water Company, Downey, Idaho
Fd 5: Ephraim Logan legacy
Fd 6: Franklin, Idaho “Idaho Facts and Statistics” (from Logan Genealogy Library)
Fd 7: Free Masonry in Utah, Corinne, and Corinne Lodge No. 5
Fd 8: “Story of the Grand Canyon; How it was made” and Grand Canyon National Park Guide
Fd 9: The Golden Spike Empire
Fd 10: “Guide to the Wildlife of the Rockies”
Fd 11: “Our Mountain Home So Dear,” the story of the Goshen Ward
Fd 12: Goshen, Idaho Ward from Rulon Christensen
Fd 14: Letter from Mayor Haycock to city council members, October 30th, 1990
Fd 15: Hampton’s Ford Restaurant, news clippings, c. 1987
Fd 16: History of Hampton, Utah Hans P. Andersen and Constance Petersen
Fd 17: Hyrum State Bank
Fd 18: Hyrum Bank, excerpts from Hyrum Book
Fd 19: Hyrum Historical info from Pauline Rollins, 2002
Fd 20: Post Masters of Hyrum History, 2012
Fd 21: History of Hyrum City Services
Fd 22: Hyrum City PAC interview schedule and Tom Labau interview
Fd 23: Hyrum City ordinance, 97-06
Fd 24: Hyrum Amusement Company
Fd 25: Copy of Hyrum City Ordinances for 1890
Fd 27: Hyrum City Historic District

Box 3:
Fd 1: Deseret News, 1949, about Intermountain Indian School
Fd 2: Johnston’s Army
Fd 3: Jensen Variety Store, image and info from Pauline Rollins
Fd 4: “Life and Land” the Farm Security Administration Photographers in Utah, 1936-1941
Fd 5: Lincoln School
Fd 6: Lincoln Elementary
Fd 7: Logan Temple Tour Pamphlet
Fd 8: History of Lund Valley, Idaho
Fd 9: “Documentation of First Mills of Utah: Grist, Lumber: Molasses; Millers and Machines; kind of power used to run mills”
Fd 10: “First Mills of Utah”
Fd 11: Certificate of Merit to Utah Minute Women
Fd 12: Mountain Meadow Massacre, as town on tape by Emma Nielson Mortensen
Fd 13: Metallic Magnesium co.
Fd 14: “Mining”
Fd 15: Mining, La Plata, UT, History
Fd 16: First Mills of Utah
Fd 17: Certificate of Merit to Utah Minute Women
Fd 18: Mining, La Plata, UT, History

Box 4:
Fd 1: Brief History of the Ward of Nibley, in the Hyrum Stake, Cache County, Utah
Fd 2: Northern Virginia Genealogy, July 1996
Fd 3: Oregon Trail in Idaho and other Emigrant Trails
Fd 4: Pioneer Sesquicentennial 1847 – 1997
Fd 5: Sondowner Mine, from Wayne Petersen
Fd 6: La Plata Stories and Some Pictures (pictures Wayne Petersen)
Fd 8: Coupon books for Providence Residents
Fd 9: Utah-Idaho Central Railroad Corporation
Fd 10: Utah-Idaho Central and Union Pacific Railroad Information Book
Fd 11: Beginnings of Range Management
Fd 12: Raptors of Utah
Fd 13: Relief Society Centennial Bannock Stake, Idaho
Fd 14: “Return to Paradise” by Jennifer Kindred-Treiber
Fd 15: The Great Salt Lake and Antelope Island Visitor Guides
Fd 16: Scandinavian Summer Conference Reunion, Hyrum, Utah August 7th and 8th, 1937 (program)
Fd 17: Sugar Maples in Cache Valley
Fd 18: Smithfield: A Place in Time, 1859-1920, 1997
Fd 19: Smithfield: A Place in Time
Fd 20: Historical Reproductions, Smithfield, UT
Fd 21: Calendar of Smithfield Implement, 2000

Box 5:
Fd 1: Tullidge’s quarterly magazine, copies undated
Fd 2: Tullidge’s quarterly magazine, copies undated
Fd 3: “Know Your Utah,” Clippings
Fd 4: United Inter-Tribal Council at Utah State University
Fd 5: Utah Crossroads Chapter
Fd 6: Utah’s Road to Statehood, 1995
Fd 7: The Founding of Walla Walla, booklet
Fd 8: The West: Its Literature and History; A Conference for Scholars, Writers, and Students, 1972, 1974, 1975
Fd 9: The Windways of the Navajo
Fd 10: Warmsprings Reservation & Buffalo Bill Historical Center Pamphlets
Fd 11: Introduction and Historical Tour Guide of Whitney, Idaho
Fd 12: Youth Forest II: Utah Women’s Clubs, 8000 Lodge Pole Pine in the Cache National Forest

Box 6:
Fd 1: Scenic guides to Utah
Fd 2: Various Utah Travel Guides
Fd 3: Utah State and National Parks
Fd 4: Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge
Fd 5: Full set of Utah multipurpose maps (8 maps)
Fd 6: Maps of guides to Salt Lake City and surrounding areas
Fd 7: Maps and guides to Cache and Bridgerland areas of Utah (near Cache County)
Fd 8: Dinosaur Land maps
Fd 9: Utah Highway Maps, 1969-1970s, various
Fd 10: Maps Canyonlands and Arches National Park area
Fd 11: Zion and Bryce Canyon National Parks
Fd 12: Miscellaneous of the Utah maps and guides
Fd 13: Maps and guides to Utah-Nevada, Idaho, Nebraska and Hawaii areas

Series III: Historic Preservation

Box 1:
Fd 1: Contents of Binder: Cache County Sheriff Office, Citizen Training Academy, 1998
Fd 2: Cache County Sherriff’s Office, Deputy of the Year award to Shane Ziles
Fd 3: Smithsonian Traveling Exhibit, “Yesterday’s Tomorrows”
Fd 4: “Your Home of Tomorrow,” August 1958
Fd 5: Hyrum, Utah Yesterday’s Tomorrows
Fd 6: Yesterday’s Tomorrows
Fd 7: Newspaper article concerning traveling Smithsonian Exhibit, “Yesterday’s Tomorrows”; invitation to the same
Fd 8: Cache Valley Historical Society and related
Fd 9: Cache Valley Historical Society Bylaws
Fd 10: Handwritten notes with info about Cache Valley Historical Society and National PTA
Fd 11: Oral History questions, from Bernice McGowen to Ted Kindred
Fd 12: Cache Valley street map, and other historical tours
Fd 13: National Society of the Sons of the Utah Pioneers
Fd 14: Program for pioneer celebration, Hyrum, Utah June 22, 1910 (copy, undated)
Fd 15: The Daughters of the Utah Pioneers Cache Museum Board, 1997
Fd 16: Invitation to reception, third annual Governor’s Conference on History and Heritage
Fd 17: List of Awards given by the Mormon History Association in 1999
Fd 18: Paradise Pioneer Calendar; Beehive History 27, 28; Utah Heritage Foundation Newsletter November/December 2000
Fd 19: Frequently asked questions about historic preservation
Fd 20: Cultural resources, partnerships and notes and other related
Fd 21: Utah Humanities, Governor’s Awards, etc. Ted Kindred
Fd 22: Note to Ted from Joseph Leonard Harris
Fd 23: Letter to Ted Kindred from Bim Oliver, Pioneer Communities Program Coordinator, 1998
Fd 24: Newsletter of the National Association for Outlaw and Lawman History
Fd 25: Tuzigoot National Monument, AZ
Fd 26: 80th Anniversary Celebration, Hyrum City, Utah
Fd 27: Historic restoration news clippings
Fd 28: Historic preservation and related files, Mount Sterling cemetery, Hyrum, etc.
Fd 29: Pamphlets
Fd 30: Historical Markers and Points of Interest in Bridgerland
Fd 31: “A Tribute Past Due: Honoring our past to ensure our future” – National Dedication Day – May 29th
Fd 32: “Farewell to a Hyrum Land Mark” and other historic preservation material
Fd 33: Cache National Forest Centennial Celebration
Fd 34: Cache Valley “Bridgerland” heritage homes and sites
Fd 35: Misc letters and propaganda supporting city council elections, etc.

Box 2:
Fd 1: Bear River Heritage area; bylaws, agendas, American West Heritage Center, tourism data
Fd 2: Bear River Heritage Area – heritage sites booklet
Fd 3: Bear River Heritage Area – Agendas & Development, 2000
Fd 4: Bear River Heritage Area
Fd 5: Utah Heritage Foundation, Historical Preservation, and related committees: correspondence, pamphlets, etc.
Fd 6: Utah Heritage Foundation
Fd 7: Utah Heritage Foundation newsletter, May – October 1996
Fd 8: Utah Heritage Foundation newsletter, November 1996 – February 1997
Fd 10: National Register of Historic Places – printed record of Cache County
Fd 11: CFDA – Related Links: Outdoor recreation, historic preservation, humanities promotion, etc. undated [c.1997?]
Fd 12: Elite Hall, nomination to the National Register of Historic Places, 2003
Fd 13: Utah sites listed in the National Register of Historic Places
Fd 14: National Alliance of Preservation Commissions
Fd 15: Utah Humanities Council
Fd 16: Utah Humanities Council: “Front Porch Discussions about Diversity in Utah,” “2003 Governor’s Awards in the Humanities”
Fd 17: “Utah Humanities Council and Growing Communities: Making Sustainable Choices for a Sustainable Future”
Fd 18: State of Utah Department of Community and Economic Development
Fd 19: State of Utah Department of Community and Economic Development

**Box 3:**
Fd 1: Utah Art Exhibition at Elite Hall
Fd 2: Elite Hall Historic Building Evaluation
Fd 3: “We Remember, We Celebrate, We Believe: A Photo History of Latinos in Utah” March 3rd-8th, 2003 Announcement letter from Theodore J. Kindred, Jennifer Kindred-Treiber
Fd 4: Revitalizing Utah’s Mainstreets
Fd 5: “Great American Main Street Awards Salute Downtown Revitalization in Five Communities”
Fd 6: Utah Main Street Revitalization and Historic Preservation
Fd 7: Hyrum Historic Restoration files
Fd 8: Utah Pioneer Communities Program, “Down Town Assessment”
Fd 9: Historic preservation and art exhibit news clippings, handwritten notes, downtown revitalization
Fd 10: Hyrum City, downtown historic preservation
Fd 11: Utah Heritage Foundation to MAJ Gordon M. Olsen
Fd 13: Hyrum City Library-Museum, letter to Ted about downtown revitalization
Fd 14: Hyrum Museum and Library
Fd 15: Hyrum City Library and Museum Feasibility Study Report
Fd 16: Hyrum City Ordinance 98-20, establishing the term and method of appointment of museum advisory board and director, 1994.
Fd 17: The Three “R’s” of volunteers office of museum services
Fd 18: Facility program for Hyrum Library - prepared by Architecture Nexus

**Box 4:**
Fd 1: Hyrum Centennial Committee envelopes
Fd 2: Star Spangled Celebration, Hyrum City, 2000
Fd 3: “Lincoln Legacy: Past, Present, and Future” dedication program
Fd 4: Various historic celebrations in Hyrum
Fd 5: Utah Statehood Centennial Commission
Fd 6: Utah Centennial Celebration
Fd 7: Utah Business: De Engineering the Work Force
Fd 8: Misc historic Hyrum, and other (organized in folder by Ted Kindred)

Publications:

Fd 9: *Historic Lehi: historic tour map and guide*
Fd 10: *Petroglyph: A journal of creative natural history writing*, 4
Fd 11: *Quarterly of the National Association for Outlaw and Lawmen History*, inc.
Fd 12: *Old Times Wild West*, Oct 1974
Fd 14: *Historic Preservation Magazine*, May/June 1996
Fd 15: *Utah Preservation*, 1997
Fd 16: *Utah Preservation*, 1997 (copy 2)
Fd 17: *Utah Preservation*, Volume 8
Fd 18: *Preservation: The Magazine of the National Trust for Historic Preservation*, Jan/Feb 2002
Fd 19: *Points West*, Winter 2000
Fd 20: *Points West*, Winter 2001
Fd 21: *Salt Lake, Magazine of the Mountain West*, c. 2001
Fd 22: The “Yesterday’s Tomorrows” Teacher’s Guide

**Series IV: The Clarion**

**Box 1:**
Fd 1: *The Clarion*, 1916
Fd 2: *The Clarion*, 1916
Fd 3: *The Clarion*, 1917-1918
Fd 4: *The Clarion, South Cache High School*, April 1917
Fd 5: *South Cache Clarion*, 1917-1918
Fd 6: *South Cache Clarion*, 1918-1919

**Box 2:**
Fd 1: *South Cache Clarion*, 1918-1919
Fd 2: *South Cache Clarion*, 1918-1919
Fd 3: *South Cache Clarion*, 1919-1920
Fd 4: *South Cache Clarion*, 1931-1932
Fd 5: *South Cache Clarion*, Sept 27, 1940

**Series V: Kindred Personal and Other**

**Box 1:**
Fd 1: Letter from Hyrum City to Ted Kindred about Leon Andersen stuff
Fd 2: To Ted from Scott Anderson, November 5, 2003
Fd 3: Jeffrey L. Allen, February 14, 2013
Fd 4: To Ted from Thomas Alexander, April 14, 2003
Fd 5: Cache Museum, June 1, 2000
Fd 6: Nellie Christiansen, June 26, 1997
Fd 7: Nellie Christiansen, March 17, 1995
Fd 8: Nellie Christiansen, March 1995
Fd 9: J. Christiansen, February 8, 1995
Fd 10: Mrs. Opal Chugg to Ted Kindred, Christmas (unknown year)
Fd 11: A thank you note from Marine R. Drakulich to Mr. and Mrs. T.J. Kindred
Fd 13: Franklin and [Lee]? Grant, March 13, 1995
Fd 14: Oluf W. Hartvigsen, March 1998
Fd 15: Phil Kopriva, March 31, 1995
Fd 16: Letters to Ted from Phil Kopriva, 1994 and 1995
Fd 17: Letter to Ted from Phil Kopriva, 1995 – 1996
Fd 18: Lincoln Elementary December 20, 1995
Fd 19: Thank yous to Ted Kindred from Mrs. Voth’s 3rd grade class at Lincoln School, undated
Fd 20: Letter to Ted from Wendy Loomsdale, May 7, 2003
Fd 21: Ilone Long (Edith Bowen School), April 27, 1995
Fd 22: Ilone D. Long (Edith Bowen School), January 22, 1996
Fd 23: Claude and Sharon Long, January 1996
Fd 24: Letter and News clip to Ted Kindred from Jean Maughan, 2005
Fd 25: To Ted from Mayor Gordon Olson, Hyrum, Utah, September 2004
Fd 26: Susan Olsen, 2 December 2002
Fd 27: Theron Olsen, January 17, 1996
Fd 28: To Ted from Joanne Paulsen, May 23, 2002
Fd 29: A letter by Ted Kindred concerning traveling displays of Native American Artifacts, to a Ms. Payne
Fd 30: Personal note to Ted Kindred, business cards from Keith McBride
Fd 31: To Ted Kindred from Petersen, undated
Fd 32: Letter to Ted and Pat Kindred with Histories of Anna Sophia Rasmussen and Maren Karoline Tumasen, September 29, 1997
Fd 33: Kathy Thatcher, August 14, 2009
Fd 34: To Ted from Ginny Tremayne, February 25, 2014
Fd 35: Division of State History to Ted and Pat Kindred, 1982 about Soren Hanson House
Fd 36: USU Special Collection to Ted, 2001 (about Gift)
Fd 37: Utah State University, Special Collections and Archives to Ted, December 2004
Fd 38: Mrs. Amos Wright, 1998
Fd 39: To Mr. and Mrs. Kindred, May 31, 1983 from Mona Zundell, another from 2008
Fd 40: To Ted and Pat Kindred from A. and K. Zbinden, 1992
Fd 41: To Ted and Pat from A. and K. Zbinden, 2014
Fd 42: Mona Zundell October 17, 1994
Fd 43: To Ted and Jennifer from Susanne, Christmas card and letter, undated
Fd 44: To Ted from Gordon, Hyrum City, March 4, 2003
Fd 45: To Ted and Pat from Tom, 1995
Fd 46: Hyrum Senior Citizens, 1997
Fd 47: To Ted from unknown, no date
Fd 48: Photos of Ted Kindred House, news clippings about the house, send to Ted and Pat
Fd 49: Letter to Orin Eliot from [Elizja Guishard?], February 16, [1920?]
Fd 50: Letters to Maude L. Case various dates, 1940s-1960s
Fd 51: “My Dear Mr. Brodie” handwritten letter, no signature

Box 2:
Fd 1: Cache Valley History Award, given to Ted Kindred, May 7, 2003
Fd 2: Letter from Nelson Funeral Home to Ted Kindred, with laminated photo of Kindred home and article announcing award winning home
Fd 3: Ted Kindred receives Thomas L. Kane Award
Fd 4: Ted Kindred receives Thomas L. Kane Award
Fd 5: Felt Christmas boot pattern
Fd 6: “Why Some Birds Hop and others Walk” a poem by Loren
Fd 7: Mother’s Day cards and other hand-made art
Fd 8: “Return to Paradise,” by Jennifer Kindred Trieber
Fd 9: News clippings and Historical notes, Kindred Family, undated
Fd 10: Kindred personal notes
Fd 11: Ted Kindred personal notes
Fd 12: T. Kindred Handwritten notes
Fd 13: T. Kindred Handwritten notes, misc. clippings, copied
Fd 14: Handwritten prayer, thankful for Hyrum
Fd 15: Ted Kindred’s writings about proposal for acquiring wood cabins (to the west of city building) at council meeting
Fd 16: Misc. notes and clippings
Fd 17: Military Memorial Service and Breakfast at Elite Hall, May 29th at Elite Hall
Fd 18: Rulon Wendell-Buck funeral service program
Fd 19: Notes and journal entries belonging to Maude
Fd 20: To “Dick” from “Dad,” card, with several clippings and postcards inside
Fd 21: Edna Sorensen, railroad punch-book
Fd 23: “Index”
Fd 24: Scandinavian Summer Conference Reunion, Hyrum, Utah August 7th and 8th, 1997 (copy undated)
Fd 25: Photos of cattle ranch, unknown?
Fd 26: Letter to Eliza [_____ _____] to Mrs. Amy [______], 1888
Fd 27: Sentimental Sentiments by Dixie Early Bryant

Box 3:
Fd 1: “The Big Road,” American Heritage, October 2000
Fd 2: Hyrum Drug Calendar
Fd 3: Utah State Fair, welcome pamphlet, Sept. 1953
Fd 4: Idaho State Fair, sticker and magazine clipping
Fd 5: 4-H Religious Services
Fd 6: Pioneer Monument in front of City Hall
Fd 7: From Lynn Wilson
Fd 8: Hyrum Public School Annual Commencement May 9, 1918, with various Hyrum photos
Fd 9: “The Belle of Bagdad” operetta program
Fd 10: “Forgotten” by Paul J. Snow
Fd 11: “A variety of poems you’ll relate to” by Reed C. Jensen
Fd 12: Account sales record book, H. Van Dam, 1880s
Fd 14: Photocopy of “Program for Pioneer Celebration” Hyrum, Utah, 1910
Fd 15: “Mother” Poetry Booklet, token presented to members of the Brigham City 4th Ward, circa. 1947
Fd 16: Dr. Wilford G. Hale, osteopathic physician and surgeon, letterhead, undated
Fd 17: Misc. news clippings and related (gathered by Ted Kindred)
Fd 18: “Whispering Pines” The Literary and Artistic Efforts of the gifted students of Logan High School, 1987
Fd 19: “If I Had Three Days to See” by Hellen Keller
Fd 20: Copy of first Deseret News June 15, 1850 from Melvin Liljenquist
Fd 21: Poetry
Fd 22: Copied new clippings to “New Mr. Nibley”
Fd 23: News clippings on Cache History, etc.
Fd 24: Misc. news clippings on Cache Historical Society, Culture Club, et al.
Fd 25: News clippings, etc.
Fd 26: V.S. Pete $200 Reward for proof of Mormon Polygamy since 1890
Fd 27: “Tricks with Tacky” a craft “How to” create book
Fd 28: News clippings, South Cache Courier
Fd 29: This was left at Hyrum City office unclaimed, unidentified looks like a mission group picture
Fd 30: News clippings and images (misc., undated)
Fd 31: Photocopied “Chapter 2. Genesis” (unknown book)
Fd 32: Louis Maughan
Fd 33: American Indian place names and other related
Fd 34: CC camp, photo of Riggs family
Fd 35: news clippings, notes, etc.
Fd 36: What Not Shop business cards

**Series VI: Legal Sized Files and Items**

**Box 1:**
Fd 1: “The Story of My Life,” by Aleda A. Allen, 1966-
Fd 2: “The Story of My Life” copy two
Fd 3: Baxter histories, courtesy of Aita Mught Brenchley, Wellsville, Mount Sterling
Fd 4: Papers relating to William Budge
Fd 5: Ann Hyer Budge Biography
Fd 6: Calvin Christensen
Fd 7: Coopers, Redfords, Parkers, Haslam – histories and biographies, courtesy Alta Cooper Brenchley, 1995
Fd 8: Enos Curtis
Fd 9: Gaisford family tree with pictures
Fd 10: Gaisford family genealogy and histories
Fd 11: Hartvigsen family histories
Fd 12: Hartvigsen family tree and other history info, sent to Ted Kindred by Phil Kopriva, 1995
Fd 13: Life history of Peter Christiansen, bio sketch of Andrew Hartvigsen, other related materials
Fd 14: Hartvigsen family history, sent to Ted by Ann Barker in 1995
Fd 15: “The Good Woman” life of Karen Salmonsen Hansen
Fd 16: A History of Ole Hansen
Fd 17: John Jenkins
Fd 18: Anna Marie Jensen Jenkins
Fd 19: Diary of C. E. R. a Logan settler

**Box 2:**
Fd 1: Lester Donny Lowe
Fd 2: McBride, Brown family history
Fd 4: Daniel McBride and Abigail Mead
Fd 5: The Life of John Peter Nielsen, brother to Kirstine Nielsen Petersen
Fd 6: Eliza N. Nielsen, blessing, deed from William Petersen and Sena Petersen to Rasmus Nielsen, other
Fd 7: History of George (Jorgen Bendtsen) Nielsen and other related family info and history
Fd 8: Jeff Petersen, histories of Hans Petersen and Doris Loretzen
Fd 9: Patriarchal Blessing given to Loretz Peterson
Fd 10: News clippings about Jens Petersen and other members of Petersen family
Fd 11: H. H. Petersen and other related
Fd 12: History of Elizabeth Wittear, as well as other writings
Fd 13: photographs and written docs dealing with Hyrum family histories, Thatcher Opera House band, and others
Fd 14: Deeds, various
Fd 15: Hans Enock Neilson, Bill of Sale of property, (photo copies) and property of other Nielsen family members
Box 3:
Fd 1: H. H. Peterson, Jr. photographs (copies)
Fd 2: Centennial Picture of the Hyrum men over 70 as of August 7, 1960
Fd 3: Photo in front of Old Rock School, other photos and notes
Fd 4: copies of photos – native Americans camping at Logan Tabernacle
Fd 5: Ira Allen photos, one other Allen, photo
Fd 6: Baron Mills History from Bob Buckley and Calvin Housley
Fd 7: Copy of photos from Historic Benson
Fd 8: Binder part 1
Fd 9: Binder part 2
Fd 10: Photo Album page 1: San Diego and Coranado, CA; Maryland, etc.
Fd 11: Photo Album page 2: fragile
Fd 12: Photo Album page 3, Tia Juana, Los Angeles, etc.
Fd 13: Photo Album Page 4, San Diego corning, etc.
Fd 14: Photo Album Page 5, San Diego, Creando, etc.
Fd 15: Photo Album Page 6, (unknown places and people)
Fd 16: Photo Album Page 7
Fd 17: Photo Album Page 8
Fd 18: Photo Album Page 9, Sacramento
Fd 19: Photo Album Page 10, “Aunt Lovies House” and “Daisy’s House.”
Fd 20: Photo Album Page 11
Fd 21: Photo Album Page 12, Fragile
Fd 22: Photo Album Page 13
Fd 23: Photo Album Page 14
Fd 24: Photo Album Page 15
Fd 25: Photo Album Page 16
Fd 26: Photo Album Page 17
Fd 27: Photo Album Page 18
Fd 28: Photo Album Page 19
Fd 29: Photo Album Page 20
Fd 30: Guest book for unknown event

Box 4:
Fd 1: “Romance of an Old Ranch,” by Henry B. Tingey, Logan (also includes other related docs)
Fd 2: “Romance of an Old Ranch,” by Henry B. Tingey, Logan (copy, undated)
Fd 3: “Romance of an Old Ranch,” by Henry B. Tingey, Logan (copy, undated)
Fd 4: “A Heavenly Manifestation”
Fd 5: “A Blessing of Promise”
Fd 6: “People’s Tickets” and “the Evening Star A Weekly Manuscript Prayer…. “written in the interest of Hyrum Citizens”
Fd 7: “The Knowledge of Seeker,” a weekly manuscript in the interest of the YMMI association, Hyrum (photo copies of original)
Fd 8: “The Knowledge Seeker”
Fd 9: “Utah Idaho Central”
Fd 10: Utah Idaho Central Railroad Company Traffic Department Applications for ticket refund, 1926
Fd 11: “Stirring up Memories of Live Theater at the Capitol” Article by Darrin Smith
Fd 12: Information on Early History of Cache Valley, taken from Tullidge’s Quarterly Magazine No. IV, July, 1881 Vol 1
Fd 13: Elite Hall, National Register for Historic Places, photos, other related places
Fd 14: Bridgerland, the first 100 years
Fd 15: U of U music request, Martial Band
Fd 16: Main Street Preservation, Pamphlets and National Trust for Historic Preservation info, c. 1993
Fd 17: Submission Packet for a new cellular tower
Fd 18: Ted Kindred from Polly Rollins
Fd 19: Photographs of Hyrum families, irrigation company, bank notes, etc.
Fd 20: Temple Saw Mill
Fd 21: John Christiansen, Purchase of North ½ of lot, ½ Block 8, Plat B, Hyrum City 1879, copy, undated
Fd 22: Temple worker’s Book of Remembrance
Fd 23: Ted Kindred photos and notes
Fd 24: Misc. handwritten notes together with news snippets

Series VII: Photographs

Box 1:
Fd 1: Ira Allen family photo, other group photos with Ira Allen
Fd 2: Photo Album, Eli Bradley family
Fd 3: Bradley Portrait (unknown first name)
Fd 4: The Christen and Rasmina C. Christensen family photo, numerous unlabeled photos
Fd 5: Aaron Christiansen
Fd 6: Moses Josefat Christian and family portrait
Fd 7: Jens Hansen photograph collection part 1, with photo descriptions
Fd 8: Jens Hansen photo collection part 2, with photo descriptions
Fd 9: Jens Hansen photo collection part 3, (25 photos, description attached)
Fd 10: More photos (copied) of Hans and Jens Hansen families, undated
Fd 11: Olaf Hartvigsen photos (copies undated)
Fd 12: Letter to Ted Kindred with images of John Jenkins attached (Jenkins was a settler of Newton)
Fd 13: Emma Cynthia Nelson Mortensen
Fd 14: Original home of Andrew Nielsen images
Fd 15: Nielson photos (copies, undated)
Fd 16: Andrew Nielsen’s children
Fd 17: Photograph of woman with a child, unknown
Fd 18: Group photos unidentified, with hand-written notes
Fd 19: pictures of unknown people with letter to Ted Kindred from Leon Anderson
Fd 20: Miscellaneous group photos (copied)
Fd 21: Miscellaneous portraits

Box 2:
Fd 1: Allen’s Mercantile photos & info Louk and Issan Maughan
Fd 2: Allen Mercantile, Wilson brothers (photos); Box Elder County Tour Guide
Fd 3: Bear River Massacre ground, photos
Fd 4: Borden Western Company, tourist images (Hyrum)
Fd 5: Snapshots from Cardon Jewelry co., 3 unidentified girls
Fd 6: Niel Christensen home and other Hyrum/Mount Sterling homes
Fd 7: Niel Christensen home and other Hyrum/Mount Sterling homes
Fd 8: Dewey’s Café
Fd 9: Danville Elementary School, 1958-1959
Fd 10: Fish retainer for irrigation flumes Franklin, Idaho from Bruce Lowe
Fd 11: Hot Springs Hotel on Bear Lake, undated copy
Fd 12: Hyrum men over 70
Fd 13: Assorted Hyrum Photos
Fd 14: Kindred copies of miscellaneous historic Hyrum photos, painting, news clipping
Fd 15: More miscellaneous photos of historic Hyrum
Fd 16: Other miscellaneous photos from Hyrum and Cache history (copies, undated)
Fd 17: photo album of various historic people and places in Hyrum
Fd 18: Jensen Motors with gas station from Fran Bair at the city office
Fd 19: La Plata, Utah (copies of old photos)
Fd 20: Logan (Main and Center) 1900, Fielding Academy, Brigham Young College from Rib Howell
Fd 21: Photo of Ivan Miller, of Hyrum
Fd 22: Mount Sterling area cemetery and buildings with well
Fd 23: Mount Sterling cemetery
Fd 24: Old Rock meetinghouse/school
Fd 25: Rock School, 3rd Grade, about 1908
Fd 26: John Petersen home and other related
Fd 27: Albert Savages, volios Sorensen, Silver Grey Band
Fd 28: Hansen Klondike Sawmill
Fd 29: Men in front of Hyrum Liquor House, Silver Gray Band of Cache County (two drummers)
Fd 30: Sheep Wagons
Fd 31: South Cache students waiting for electric line
Fd 32: Photo of South Cache students at the electric line stop
Fd 33: Native Americans at Logan Tabernacle, Dewey’s Café, others
Fd 34: Property of T. J. Kindred
Fd 35: Family standing outside house in Hyrum, copies
Fd 36: Kodachrome slides

**Box 3:**
Fd 1: Andersen, Petersen, Sorensen & others
Fd 2: Anderson & Petersen
Fd 3: Bradley’s Miscellaneous
Fd 4: Julius Sorensen home & family
Fd 5: Photographs of Ira Allen historic objects, and family photos
Fd 6: Portrait of unknown couple
Fd 7: Photos of Hartvigsen family members (originals)
Fd 8: Christensen/Petersen via Frank Boyd and Calvin Christensen
Fd 9: McBrides from Wellsville Pauline McBride
Fd 10: Eliza Guisford
Fd 11: Case family
Fd 12: Baby photos
Fd 13: Portrait of a young man
Fd 14: Man holding the little girl on his lap
Fd 15: Girl with bike
Fd 16: Old man with dog sitting on chair
Fd 17: Little girl in front of Nehi All-flavors
Fd 18: 2nd grade portrait of young boy
Fd 19: School class in Victoria, 1954-1955, Miss Porter
Fd 20: Group wedding photo
Fd 21: A Kodak finish envelope addressed to Kenneth Brown, dated 11/18 (copy); photos, some labeled Bessie Brown (copies)

**Box 4:**
Fd 1: Various historic photos, Logan, Hyrum, Hampton’s crossing
Fd 2: Photos from Veena Butters, 1999
Fd 3: Hyrum women portraits
Fd 4: Photos all found in one small box/folder together
Fd 5: Woman using type-writer with horns
Fd 6: Fragile originals of historic photographs, small, various unknown people & dates
Fd 7: Smaller mounted photos
Fd 8: Various printed photos from Cache history, with descriptions written on the back
Fd 9: Miscellaneous photos, labeled “folder #5” in Kindred files
Fd 10: Miscellaneous photos from Hyrum
Fd 11: Miscellaneous photos, relating to family history
Fd 12: Family and group photos
Fd 13: John & Susan Olsen home, other notes
Fd 14: Photos of historic photos and places, developed November 1995
Fd 15: Miscellaneous copies of photos
Fd 16: Unknown man, canon in back of truck (Wellsville founder’s day?)
Fd 17: Portraits of unknown people
Fd 18: Pictures labeled “for Dorothy to look at” and “for Ray and Dorothy”

**Box 5: Photo Albums**
Fd 1: Photos from Cora Bingham
Fd 2: Photos from Cora Bingham
Fd 3: Photos – Budge family by Paris, ID from Mrs. Howell
Fd 4: Photo Album, by Mrs. Howell
Fd 5: Scrapbook, created by Mrs. Richard (Barbara) Howell
Fd 6: Scrapbook, created by Mrs. Richard (Barbara) Howell
Fd 7: Historic Images of Downtown Hyrum & Hyrum Union Mills, cut from a calendar
Fd 8: Photo Album of various historic peoples and places in Hyrum
Fd 9: “Mrs. Don Smith’ Mother’s Album of a trip up Black Smith Fork, 1908”
Fd 10: Photo Album, combination of photos from Cora See’s and Wayne Peterson
Fd 11: Album of house demolition

**Box 6: Postcards**
Fd 1: Post Cars of Nauvoo
Fd 2: Great “Mormon” Tabernacle organ and choir, Salt Lake City, Utah
Fd 3: The Watchman, Zion National Park, Showing the Mukuntuweap River
Fd 4: Cape Royal, North Rim Grand Canyon National Park
Fd 5: The Great Organ in Zion National Park, in scenic Utah
Fd 6: City and County Building, Ogden, Utah
Fd 7: The “Big Needles” at Snow Basin Cache National Forest, near Ogden, Utah
Fd 8: Temple of Sinawava, Zion National Park
Fd 9: Bridal Veil Falls in Provo Canyon, Utah
Fd 10: Little Cottonwood Creek, in Little Cottonwood Canyon, Salt Lake City, Utah
Fd 11: Sea Gull Monument, Salt Lake City, Utah
Fd 12: Postcards (scrapbooked originals)
Fd 13: Postcard to “Miss Edith Baugh from Daddy”
Fd 14: Postcards of Old Hyrum, with handwritten messages
Fd 15: Postcards (blank), Utah, Salt Lake City, Bryce Canyon, and other
Fd 16: Bryce and Dead Horse Point State Park, and other
Fd 17: Utah postcards (blank)
Fd 18: Utah postcards (blank)
Fd 19: Postcards with a note about life of Alice E. Jones
Fd 20: Photocopy of postcard sent on December 8, 1908 to [Mr. C. Rinetti?]
Fd 21: Other miscellaneous postcards and images
Fd 22: Various holiday postcards
Fd 23: Postcards with personal notes

**Box 7: Events and Exhibits**
Fd 1: Kindred photos of Golden Spike Monument, etc., October 20, 2010
Fd 2: Exhibitions at Elite Hall: Maud’s Smithsonian, Star War(s) and other
Fd 3: Native American exhibit at American West Heritage Center, Maud’s, other exhibit photos
Fd 4: Ted Kindred Scrapbook of articles, awards, and contact with the history community of Cache Valley
Fd 5: Kindred photos of “Yesterday’s Tomorrows,” Elite Hall, and others, undated
Fd 6: Smithsonian exhibit, “Yesterday’s Tomorrows” at Elite Hall, c. 1980s
Fd 7: More Smithsonian exhibit, “Yesterday’s Tomorrows” at Elite Hall
Fd 8: Cache Valley Historical Society
Fd 9: Miscellaneous photos of presentations

**Box 8: Events and Exhibits**
Fd 1: Fourth of July Parade, developed October 20, 2010
Fd 2: “Latinos in Utah” exhibit at Elite Hall
Fd 3: Elite Hall Latino Exhibit
Fd 4: Patriot’s Day, Hyrum, Ted presented with city award by Ralph Haycock
Fd 5: Photo Album of Art Gallery, undated
Fd 6: Celebration of some kind at Elite Hall
Fd 7: Elite Hall veteran event
Fd 8: Art show at Elite Hall
Fd 9: Art exhibit at Elite Hall, 1997, Cache Society
Fd 10: Hyrum Main Street, Elite Hall, photo displays, etc.
Fd 11: Yesterday’s Tomorrows meeting at Elite Hall
Fd 12: Yesterday’s Tomorrows

**Box 9: Events, Personal**
Fd 1: Dedication of Hyrum’s historic district
Fd 2: Hyrum historic district ribbon cutting event
Fd 3: Elite Hall exhibit
Fd 4: Photo of Ted with unknown person, undated
Fd 5: Personal, family, and local Hyrum events, developed 1995
Fd 6: Latino exhibit at Elite Hall, other exhibits and events, prints undated
Fd 7: Latino exhibit at Elite Hall, presentation with Dan Davis, Cache County Historical Society
Fd 8: Kindred family photos and other
Fd 9: Hyrum 4th of July, 1999 “To Ted and Pat; Love, Julie”
Fd 10: Thiokol exhibition and more
Fd 11: Photo of Ted Kindred, undated
Fd 12: Ted at “Pioneer Plot” dedication of time capsule in Logan Cemetery by the Logan Daughters of the Utah Pioneers

**Box 10:**
**Portraits and Family Photos**
Item 1: Ira Allen Family
Item 2: Ira Allen Family
Item 3: Ira Allen and Bill Judy in their Prison Stripes
Item 4: Aleda A. Allen
Item 5: Aleda A. Allen
Item 6: Alma Anderson and Minni Sophia Anderson
Item 7: Clara May Andreason
Item 8: Nettie Barns (Sister-in-law of Peter Christensen)
Item 9: The Eli Bradley Family
Item 10: The Eli Bradley Family
Item 11: John Bradley Family
Item 12: Nellie Baxter Brown, Mary Jane Baxter Maughan
Item 13: Uncle Enoch, Aunt Theresa, Kenneth, Camille Christensen
Item 14: Moses Joseph Christensen, Mary Caroline (Hartvigsen) Christensen, Elven and Myrtle
Item 15: Jerry and Emily Christensen
Item 16: Mary Caroline (Hartvigsen) Christiansen
Item 17: Peter Christiansen’s Children: Beatrice, Ellis
Item 18: Elias Osirs Christiansen and Wife Polly (Ghering)
Item 19: Jerry and Emily Christiansen
Item 20: Enoch and Theresa Hartvigsen Christiansen
Item 21: Lars Hans and Sophia Christiansen (1900)
Item 22: Peter Christiansen (Sarah’s Brother)
Item 23: Lehi Curtis
Item 24: Eliza Barnum Curtis
Item 25: Trena May Hartvigsen Harris
Item 26: Mr. and Mrs. Otto Hartvigsen
Item 27: Maren Karoline Thomasen Hartvigsen, Johan Hagrup Hartvigsen, c. 1900
Item 28: Johan Hagrup Hartvigsen
Item 29: Mary Caroline Hartvigsen
Item 30: Hyrum Hartvigsen, son of Johan Hartvigsen
Item 31: Peter Hartvigsen Jr. and Wife
Item 32: J.F. (Joakim Ferdinand) and Ellen Eilertsen Hartvigsen
Item 33: Peter Andrew Hartvigsen
Item 34: Maren Karoline Thomasen Hartvigsen
Item 35: J.K. (Joakim Ferdinand) and Ellen Eilertsen Hartvigsen
Item 36: Peter Hartvigsen’s Children, etc.
Item 37: A. J. Petersen, Eulila Petersen Humphreys, Pearly Petersen Gorden
Item 38: Carlyle Hutton’s service picture
Item 39: Carlyle Hutton’s service picture
Item 40: Phonetta Allen, Emma Liljenquist, Tienga Nielsen, Mrs. Harold Liljenquist and Mrs. Critchlow
Item 41: Harold Liljenquist
Item 42: Lorens Petersen
Item 43: Wells McBride, three years old
Item 44: Wells and Pauline McBride
Item 45: “Our” Wells McBride
Item 46: Post Card Photo of John Mathews, June 1912
Item 47: Grandpa John Mathews with Randa Thompson and her mother
Item 48: Margaret Williams Mathews
Item 49: Andrew M. Nielsen with his basket
Item 50: Caroline Marie Christensen Petersen
Item 51: Henry Hugo Petersen
Item 52: Petersen: Ann Marie, Rasmina Caroline, Sophia Laurine, Hans, Christin Rasmus, Silverine Laurine Sorensen, Charles Christin Petersen
Item 53: Unknown child in front of building
Item 54: Lorenz Petersens’s Wife
Item 55: A.J. Petersen, Eulila Petersen Humphreys, Pearl Petersen Gorden
Item 56: H. H. Petersen and Wife (Julia Marie Larsen)

Box 11:
Portraits and Family Photos
Item 1: Waldem Fredrick (Wally) Petersen, Flossie Elenor Hansen Petersen
Item 2: Rolfsen Family
Item 3: Albert Savage
Item 4 (front): The Julius Sorensen Family
Item 4 (back): Julius Sorensen Family Portrait with names overlaid
Item 5: Cliff Stauffer and Children
Item 6: Sarah Christiansen Steffenhagen
Item 7: Franklin Davis Thatcher in Utah State Militia uniform, c. 1900
Item 8: Hannah Mathews (Later Mr. Frank Thatcher) Playing the Wicked Queen in “Snow White” approx. Age: 14 (1899)
Item 9: L. Tor. Frank D. Thatcher and Thomas Mathews
Item 10: Esther Pearl Wilson, Blanche Wilson, Grandmother Mary Ann Nielsen Wilson, My Father Merrill Kenneth Wilson and the Dog
Item 11: John G. Wilson Family Hyrum
Item 12: John G. Wilson Family names listed
Item 13: Joseph Laura Wilson
Item 14: Thomas Williams Family
Item 15: Group of boys and young men on steps in front of school? (names listed on back)
Item 16: Unidentified family photo
Item 17: Unidentified family photo, early Hyrum

Hyrum City Groups and Events
Item 18: L. Sarah Christianson, R. Rosa Thericia Zilles
Item 19: Hyrum Stake Presidency
Item 20: Men in Hyrum, Utah, Past Seventy Years of Age
Item 21: Stake Presidency
Item 22: Threshing Day at James P. Christensen
Item 23: “Wells worked for Browning Bar B. Ranch”
Item 24: Early Hyrum Old Folk
Item 25: Fishing Logan River
Item 26: James Baron, George Frederick Housley, Mary Anna Buckle Baron Housley
Item 27: Hyrum Choir about 1891
Item 28: Hyrum Second War -Mother’s Day 1953 (list of names of people in image, but no image)
Item 29: Threshing in Pocatello Valley with first machine furnished by Soren Hanson
Item 30: Paradise Band in Crowd
Item 31: Albert Savage – Julius Sorensen
Item 32: Hyrum Silver Band, July 4, 1909 Parade
Item 33: Hyrum Silver Band
Item 34: Hyrum Silver Band
Item 35: Centennial Year, July 4, 1947, Albert Savage, Julius Sorensen, Fred Miller, Hyrum
Item 36: Newman, Larsen, Zollinger, Jenkins, Pickett, Stuart, Baxter
Item 37: Alma Williams with his Model T
Item 38: Ellsworth, Harold Liljenquist, Blackner
Item 39: Newman, Larsen, Zollinger, Jenkins, Pickett, Stuart, Baxter
Item 40: Beneficial Life Salesmen
Item 41: Centennial Year, July 4, 1947, Albert Savage, Julius Sorensen, Fred Miller, Hyrum
Item 42: Early Paradise on Pioneers Day
Item 43: Centennial Picture No. 2, Men in Hyrum, Utah, Past Seventy Year of Age, October 30, 1960
Item 44: Fourth of July parade, 1915
Item 45: “Get Next to the Spinsters, Hyrum’s Abundant Crop”
Item 46: Fourth of July Parade, in front of Elite Hall

Box 12:
Item 1: Lincoln Elementary without additions
Item 2: Old Rock School, torn down in the thirties (academy)
Item 3: Old Rock School, torn down in the thirties (academy)
Item 4: Student Names, Wellsville Presbyterian School
Item 5: Lincoln School – date unknown, grades 6-7-8
Item 6: In front of Old Rock School
Item 7: Third Grade, in front of the Old Rock School
Item 8: Matt No. 2 (names of third graders in front of Old Rock School)
Item 9: A Centennial Picture, No. 2, Men in Hyrum, Utah, Past Seventy Years of Age, October 30, 1960
Item 10: Presbyterians School-Wellsville, Nown-Names Below
Item 11: 8th Grade class on the steps of a school
Item 12: Hyrumites at Saltair
Item 13: Third Grade, in front of the Old Rock School
Item 14: Old Rock School, torn down in the thirties (academy)
Item 15: 1916, 3rd and 4th Grade Lincoln School
Item 16: The original Lincoln School
Item 17: Third Grade, in front of the Old Rock School
Item 18: Hardware Ranch
Item 19: Laying the first culinary pipeline down the canyon
Item 20: Hardware Ranch
Item 21: Hardware Ranch
Item 22: Somewhere Between C. L. Andersen & the Hardware Ranches
Item 23: Con Anhders Sawmill, Blacksmith’s Fork
Item 24: One Dump in La Plata
Item 25: La Plata, Ghost Town
Item 26: Winter, in old La Plata
Item 27: Inside the Sundowner Mine
Item 28: In the Sundowner Mine

Box 13:
Item 1: Isrealsen Land and Livestock Calendar from 1917
Item 2: The Golden Rule Store
Item 3: Barber shop, Joe Pearce, Tom Pearce, Bishop Allen, Bishop Jorgensen
Item 4: J. R. Edwards, Hyrum Liquor House
Item 5: The Allen Mercantile Store on Main Street
Item 6: Hyrum Union Mills
Item 7: Hyrum Union Mills
Item 8: The Hyrum Dairy, managed by the United Order of Hyrum under Bishop Liljenquist
Item 9: Milk Maids and Hired Men at the Co-op Dairy, 1874
Item 10: Dewey’s Café on Main Street, see info on back
Item 11: Petersen City Service (present Down’s Printing)
Item 12: Petersen’s City Service (present Down’s Printing)
Item 13: Pioneer Hotel, Billie McCallick, Ray Jensen, Maria Jensen-Owner of Hotel, Annie Jensen
Item 14: Group of people in front of Jensen’s Store
Item 15: Jensen Motors
Item 16: R. A. Eliason Market 1910
Item 17: Hyrum Drug, 1913, T. W. Hutton, Vernon Olsen, Dr. P.W. Eliason M.A. Gill & Sarah Baxter
Item 18: Utah, Idaho Central at South Cache High, West Hyrum
Item 20: Oregon Short Line Depot
Item 21: Hamptons Ford, 1914
Item 22: The O.L.I.L. Train Station on the corner of Center and 1st North in Hyrum
Item 23: Corner of Main and Center, Looking West, Hyrum, UT
Item 24: West Hyrum – U.I.C. Stop for South Cache Students
Item 25: West Hyrum – U.I.C. and South Cache Students
Item 26: OSL Depot – Hyrum
Item 27: Looking West on Main Street
Item 28: Main Street Hyrum, Utah, 2nd building from right is the Baxter Block
Item 29: Repairing the electric line on the Bamberger Interban Road
Item 30: West Hyrum – U.I.C. and South Cache Students
Item 31: The Oregon Short Line Depot in Hyrum

**Box 14:**

Item 1: Mass Grave Marker, the Relocation of the Cemetery
Item 2: Pioneer Memorial
Item 3: Pioneer Monument, Hyrum, Utah
Item 4: Camp Hollow Monument
Item 5: Camp Hollow Monument
Item 6: the old John Petersen Homestead, corner of 4th South and Homestead
Item 7: The Julius Sorensen Family and Home in Hyrum
Item 8: Wells McBride, “House Where I was Born, Hyrum, Utah”
Item 9: House being demolished
Item 10: Niels Christensen’s Log Home (Now in back of Olga Allen’s Home)
Item 11: Jens Petersen Home
Item 12: Jens Petersen Home
Item 13: Rolfsen Home Hyrum
Item 14: The John Matthews Home in Benson
Item 15: The Baron’s Home on the corner of 1st South and 3rd East
Item 16: Petersen Team on the South side of the John Petersen Home
Item 17: Elias’s Outhouse, standing yet 2014
Item 18: Elias’s Barn & Milk House
Item 19: Mt. Sterling about 1900
Item 20: Building Dam in Paradise Hollow
Item 21: Paradise Hollow
Item 22: The first meeting house in Hyrum on the North East Corner of the Stone
Item 23: Browning’s “Bar B” Ranch
Item 24: Old Sardine Road
Item 25: Camping in Logan Canyon
Item 26: Logan Parade
Item 27: Crowd in Logan Parade?
Item 28: Grade School Graduation, Benson, 1902
Item 29: A Logan Barber Shop
Item 30: Barber shop – Budge BLDG basement
Item 31: Over the Summit
Item 32: Saddle Shop in Preston in the early days
Item 33: No. 9 view of Logan Knitting Factory from Eagle Hotel
Item 34: Look South/West across the Tabernacle grounds to Presbyterian Church & Thatcher Opera House
Item 35: Riverside School Children in front of Riverside School with Mathews, Teacher
Item 36: Riverside School, Benson
Item 37: South View of John; Margaret Mathews Home in Benson
Item 38: Grade School Graduation Benson “1902”
Item 39: Home of Brigham Young – Nauvoo
Item 40: John Mathews at door of P.O. (King, Utah) and other members of Mathews family
Item 41: Post Office at “King,” now Benson
Item 42: Orison Hyde, Residence Nauvoo III, 1844
Item 43: Nauvoo House, Nauvoo, Ill.
Item 44: Prophet Joseph Smith’s cottage, Nauvoo, Ill.
Item 45: Main Street, Mansion House, (Nauvoo?)
Item 46: Joseph Smith’s Mansion House, Nauvoo, Ill.
Item 47: Carthage Jail, where Jos. Smith was killed
Item 48: Home of H.C. Kimball – Nauvoo
Item 49: Nauvoo Temple
Item 50: Part of Nauvoo Temple
Item 51: The Sacred Grove near Manchester, New York
Item 52: “The Extermination of the Latter-day Saints from the State of Missouri in the Fall of 1838.”
Item 53: Logan Canyon, about 1900
Item 54: Smithfield Canal – John Mathews on left – others unknown
Item 55: Logan, Episcopal Church -1900
Item 56: Bear Lake Hot Spring Hotel-Idaho
Item 57: Utah-Idaho Central at South Cache High – West Hyrum
Item 58: Mouth of Logan Canyon
Item 59: The Old Sardine Pass (Model-T days)

Box 15: Oversized Photographs and Images (ordered by size and material)
Item 1: Nettie Barns’s Children
Item 2: Nettie Barns (Peter Christiansen’s sister-in-law)
Item 3: Small portraits of American literary authors, listed (same authors listed in Item 4 – Item 11)
Item 4: Huckleberry Finn Painting by J. Rulon Hales, America’s Literature – The Last 100 Years, Literature Teaching Aids
Item 5: Samuel Longhorn Clemens (Mark Twain), America’s Literature – The Last 100 Years, Literature Teaching Aids
Item 6: Emily Dickinson, America’s Literature – The Last 100 Years, Literature Teaching Aids
Item 7: Willa Cather, America’s Literature – The Last 100 Years, Literature Teaching Aids
Item 8: Carl Sandberg, America’s Literature – The Last 100 Years, Literature Teaching Aids
Item 9: Sinclair Lewis, America’s Literature – The Last 100 Years, Literature Teaching Aids
Item 10: Robert Frost, America’s Literature – The Last 100 Years, Literature Teaching Aids
Item 11: William Dean Howells, America’s Literature – The Last 100 Years, Literature Teaching Aids
Item 12: Stake Presidency: Lehi Clawson, Clyde Yeates, Preston Brenchley, Edwin Clawson,
Kenneth Lyons, James L. Wyatt, Douglas Allen, Leo Bankhead, Joseph Wright, Blain Nelsen, Earl Allen, LeGrand Miller, Sylvester Anderson, Aaron Leishman, Amos Gerber, Ray Leishman, Marvin Cooper

Item 13: Hyrum State Bank, “Room at the Top” from 1916 Clarion

Item 14: Unknown family portrait
Item 15: Unknown family portrait
Item 16: Unknown family portrait
Item 17: Unknown family portrait
Item 18: Unknown family portrait
Item 19: Unknown family portrait (same): Frances, Rose, Lizzie, El, Claire, Jules, Annie, and others (first names listed on piece of paper on back, unknown last name)
Item 20: Wells McBride, Bar B. Roundup, 1941
Item 21: Hyrum 2nd Ward – Mother’s Day, May 1953
Item 22: Christian and Christiana (Petersen) Christofferson
Item 23: Hyrum 8th Grade, 1916
Item 24: Hyrum State Primary Board: Ida Olsen, Lonie Haughs, Lizzie Lemon, Clara Williams, Laura Christiansen, Harriet Spence, Littie Sorensen, Magia Smurtheart (?), Lucy Liljenquist, Maud Leatham, Dellia Oldam, Victoria Olsen, Irma Christiansen

Item 25: Hyrum 9th Grade, Torgensen Studio Logan, Utah, 1917
Item 26: Caroline Jacobsen Liljenquist, Ola’s first wife
Item 27: Jens Rasmussen
Item 28: Pioneer Teamsters, Crossing the Plains 1860-1863
Item 29: Mount Sterling Views and Cemetery Plotting
Item 30: Wellsville, train station? Jed Wilson
Item 31: Hyrum State Primary Board: Ida Olsen, Lonie Haughs, Lizzie Lemon, Clara Williams, Laura Christiansen, Harriet Spence, Littie Sorensen, Magia Smurtheart (?), Lucy Liljenquist, Maud Leatham, Dellia Oldam, Victoria Olsen, Irma Christiansen

Item 32: Hyrum 8th Grade, 1916
Item 33: Mads Rasmussen
Item 34: Ola Liljenquist
Item 35: Large group portrait (of students?)
Item 36: Mounted large group portrait (of students?)
Item 37: Poster of portraits of Apostles of Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, during church presidency of Lorenzo Snow

Box 16: Bound Photo Albums and Other Binders
Item 1: Mount Sterling Cemetery
Item 2: Hyrum-Lincoln Elementary PTA, 1976-1977 (Volume I?)
Item 4: Photo Album, all negatives, unknown
Item 5: Pioneer Hotel, Hyrum, Utah (with a few loose photo copies on inside of front cover)

Box 17: Oversized, Framed Documents and Images
Item 1: Photo of Robert Pierce (?) of Bear Lake Area (Paris), Given to Ted by Barbara Howell
Item 2: Sand Painting by R. Deno
Item 3: Postmaster appointment of Alonzo A. Savage in Hyrum, Utah, appointment given and signed by President Woodrow Wilson, October 18, 1913
Item 4: Alma Olsen, honorable release from the Southern States Mission, Chattanooga, Tennessee, September 23, 1901, Signed by President Ben Rich (mission president), the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Item 5: Framed image students and teachers in front of school (Old Rock School?)
Item 6: Framed image of unknown class of young men and women, with a note taped to front that says, “Sust[are] Westenberg in back of Fran[ces?]”